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Abstract. Hand hygiene can reduce the transmission of pathogens and
prevent healthcare-associated infections. Ultraviolet (UV) test is an effective tool for evaluating and visualizing hand hygiene quality during medical training. However, due to various hand shapes, sizes, and positions,
systematic documentation of the UV test results to summarize frequently
untreated areas and validate hand hygiene technique effectiveness is challenging. Previous studies often summarize errors within predefined hand
regions, but this only provides low-resolution estimations of hand hygiene
quality. Alternatively, previous studies manually translate errors to hand
templates, but this lacks standardized observational practices. In this
paper, we propose a novel automatic image-to-image translation framework to evaluate hand hygiene quality and document the results in a
standardized manner. The framework consists of two models, including
an Attention U-Net model to segment hands from the background and
simultaneously classify skin surfaces covered with hand disinfectants, and
a U-Net-based generator to translate the segmented hands to hand templates. Moreover, due to the lack of publicly available datasets, we conducted a lab study to collect 1218 valid UV test images containing different skin coverage with hand disinfectants. The proposed framework was
then evaluated on the collected dataset through five-fold cross-validation.
Experimental results show that the proposed framework can accurately
assess hand hygiene quality and document UV test results in a standardized manner. The benefit of our work is that it enables systematic
documentation of hand hygiene practices, which in turn enables clearer
communication and comparisons.
Keywords: Hand hygiene · Handrub · Six-step hand hygiene
technique · Healthcare-associated infections · Nosocomial infections
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Introduction

Healthcare-Associated Infections (HAIs) or nosocomial infections are a major
patient-safety challenge in healthcare settings [22]. Appropriate hand hygiene is
a simple and cost-efficient measure to avoid the transmission of pathogens and
prevent HAIs [22]. However, research has found that hand hygiene quality in
healthcare settings is generally unsatisfactory [17,18].
Typically, hand hygiene quality can be assessed by two methods: microbiological validation and Ultraviolet (UV) tests. Microbiological validation mainly uses
samples from the fingertips (EN 1500) [14] or through the glove juice method
(ASTM E-1174) before and after the World Health Organization (WHO) sixstep hand hygiene technique. This approach evaluates hand hygiene quality in
terms of bacteria count reduction [22]. Conversely, UV tests require subjects
to use hand disinfectants mixed with fluorescent concentrates to perform the
handrub technique, and then measure the skin coverage of the fluorescent hand
disinfectants [4]. A strong correlation between the visual evaluation of UV tests
and the degree of bacterial count reduction has been reported [6]. Compared to
microbiological validation, UV tests can deliver an immediate and clearly visible
result of skin coverage with hand disinfectants [19].
By assessing hand hygiene quality from UV tests, electronic hand hygiene
monitoring systems could provide on-time intervention and periodic personalized
hygiene education to Healthcare Workers (HCWs) to improve their hand hygiene
practices [21]. The documented quality results can also be utilized to quantify
hand hygiene technique effectiveness and provide corresponding improvement
recommendations. However, subjects’ hands come in diverse sizes and shapes,
and their gestures and finger positions may differ across observations, resulting in difficulties in assessing hand hygiene quality and documenting its result
through a standardized method that cannot be achieved by registration. Previous studies rely on manual annotation or traditional machine learning algorithms to analyze UV test results, which typically consider the presence, count,
size, and/or location of the uncovered areas from the observations during the UV
tests or the collected UV test images. Traditional machine learning algorithms
can also summarize error distribution in terms of predefined hand regions. However, they lack the ability to further locate errors inside the hand regions or
provide detailed morphology information [10,12,15]. Such information is crucial
to enable consistent feedback and comparisons of hand hygiene quality. While
manual annotation has been used to documented the size and location of uncovered areas on a normalized hand template, it is restricted to small sample sizes
and lacks of standardized observational practices [4,5]. Thus, manual annotation
can only be used for coarse-grained estimations of hand hygiene quality.
In this paper, we propose a novel deep learning-based framework to overcome
these issues and evaluate hand hygiene quality on a large scale and in a standardized manner. Our contributions are twofold: 1. a method for segmenting hands
from the background and classifying the hand areas covered with fluorescent
hand disinfectants; 2. an approach for translating segmented hands into normalized hand templates to provide standardized high-resolution visualizations
of hand hygiene quality.
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Methods

Our framework includes two sub-models: 1. an Attention U-Net model localizes
and segments hands from UV test images and identifies areas covered with fluorescent hand disinfectants (Fig. 1); and 2. a U-Net-based generator subsequently
convert the segmented hands into normalized hand templates (Fig. 2).

Fig. 1. Attention U-Net architecture. Input UV test images are progressively downsampled and upsampled by successive contracting path (left side) and expansive path (right
side) to output images after hand segmentation and area classification. N1 represents
two classes, namely hand areas covered with fluorescent hand disinfectants (white) and
uncovered hand areas (gray), and these two class images are then combined for better
visualization. Attention gates highlight salient image regions and provide complimentary details to the upsampling network.

2.1

Hand Segmentation and Area Classification

Taking UV test images as input, we first apply the cascaded fully convolutional
neural networks (i.e., U-Net [13]) with an attention gate (AG) mechanism [9]
to capture spatial features and select informative feature responses. As shown
in Fig. 1, this model contains three parts. Firstly, it has a contraction module
consisting of alternating layers of convolution and pooling operators, which is
used to capture local contextual information (like shapes or edges) progressively
via multi-layers receptive fields and extract fine-grained feature maps. Secondly,
it has a symmetrical expansion module where pooling operators are replaced
by up-convolution operators, which is used to reconstruct and refine the corresponding hand segmentation and area classification images through successively
propagating the learned correlations and dependencies to higher resolution layers. Moreover, it has multiple AGs connected to the correspondingly contracting
and expansive paths to provide attention weights over the extracted different
scales of feature maps in order to amplify feature responses in focus regions
and simultaneously suppress feature responses in irrelevant background regions.
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Fig. 2. U-Net-based generator architecture. Enlarged segmented hand images are translated into normalized hand templates via a fully convolutional network. N2 represents
two classes, namely hand areas covered with fluorescent hand disinfectants (white) and
uncovered hand areas (gray), and these two class images are then combined for better
visualization.

In this way, the finer details provided by each AG can supplement the corresponding upsampled coarse output through the skip layer fusion [7]. As defined
by [9], for feature map xl from a contracting convolutional layer l, we first computed the attention coefficients αl by:
αil = σ2 (ψ T (σ1 (WxT xli + WgT gi + bg )) + bψ )

(1)

where xli is the vector of each pixel i in xl , gi is a gating vector that is collected
from the upsampled coarser scale and used for each pixel i to determine focus
regions, σ1 refers to the rectified linear unit (ReLU) activation function, σ2
refers to the sigmoid activation function that is used to normalize the attention
distribution, and Wx , Wg , ψ, bg , and bψ are the trainable parameters.
2.2

Translation Between Segmented Hands and Hand Templates

To further convert the enlarged segmented hands into normalized hand templates that would be easy to compare, we built a U-Net-based generator. The
main idea is to take advantage of the translation equivariance of convolution
operation. Given a segmented hand image Xs ∈ Rs , we seek to construct a
mapping function φ : Rs → Rt via a fully convolutional network to translate
it into a normalized hand template. Unlike the Attention-based U-Net used for
localization and segmentation, we do not introduce AGs into the generator architecture, since the self-attention gating is at the global scale, which lacks some
of the inductive biases inherent to convolutional networks such as translation
equivariance and locality [3].
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Loss Function

Cross-entropy loss function is the most commonly used for the task of image
segmentation. However, experiments have shown that it does not perform well in
the presence of the imbalance problem (i.e., segmenting a small foreground from
a large context/background) [16]. As suggested by Chen et al. [2], in this study,
we combine the cross-entropy loss and dice loss for leveraging the flexibility of
dice loss of class imbalance and at the same time using cross-entropy for curve
smoothing. We trained both sub-models using this joint loss function:
"N
N
2 i=1 pi ti + &
1 !
(2)
β(ti log pi ) + (1 − β)[(1 − ti ) log(1 − pi )] − "N
L=−
N i=1
i=1 (pi + ti ) + &

where pi and ti stand for pairs of corresponding pixel values of prediction and
ground truth [8], N is the number of samples × the number of classes, & is the
added constant to avoid the undefined scenarios such as when the denominator
is zero, β controls the penalization of FPs and FNs.

3
3.1

Experiments
Dataset Construction

To the best of our knowledge, there is no publicly available UV test-related
dataset. Thus, we conducted a lab study with four tasks categories (e.g., Shapes,
Equally Split, Individual WHO Handrub Steps, Entire WHO Handrub Technique) to collect images with different skin coverage with fluorescent hand disinfectants (details in Appendix Fig. 2). The study protocol was reviewed and
approved by the University of Melbourne’s Human Ethics Advisory Group. From
the lab study, we collected 609 valid UV test images for both hands and both
sides (1218 images when separating left and right hands) from twenty-nine participants to evaluate the effectiveness of the proposed models.
For each of the 1218 images, we first labeled the ground truth for the hand
segmentation and area classification image. Labeling the ground truth for hand
segmentation consists of two steps: hand contour detection and wrist points
recognition from the image taken under white light (Appendix Fig. 1b). Hand
contour was recognized by the red-difference chroma component from the YUV
system and Otsu’s method for automatic image thresholding [11], while two
authors manually marked wrist points. We acquired the ground truth for hand
segmentation by cropping hand contour with wrist points. Then, we labeled
hand areas covered with fluorescent hand disinfectants from the image taken
under UV light (Appendix Fig. 1c). Since the fluorescent concentrate used in
the experiment glows green under a UV lamp, we transferred these images to
the Hue Saturation Value (HSV) color system and used the H channel to detect
areas within the green color range with a threshold.
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Regrading the ground truth for hand translation, manual translation between
segmented hands and hand templates is impractical due to a lack of a standardized translation process. Instead, we decided to generate synthetic translation
data by sampling triangles and trapezoids on the same relative positions in
segmented hand and hand template pair to train the hand translation model,
thereby obtaining the mapping information. We first split segmented hands and
hand templates into 41 triangles based on the landmarks generated by MediaPipe
(and manual labels for the standard hand templates) and finger-web points (convexity defects of hand contours) calculated by OpenCV [1,20,23]. Then for each
of the 41 triangle pairs, we randomly sampled triangles or trapezoids within the
triangle on the segmented hands and translated them into the corresponding
positions within the triangle on the hand template through homography (shown
in Fig. 4, and more examples can be found in our dataset repository) [1]. Furthermore, we resized the segmented hands to cover the image to remove irrelevant
background and facilitate the training process.
3.2

Implementation Details

We implemented both the hand segmentation and area classification model and
the hand translation model in Pytorch with a single Nvidia GeForce RTX 3090
(24GB RAM). The hand segmentation and area classification model was trained
for 30 epochs, while 40 epochs were used for the translation model, and both
models were trained with a batch size of 16. We resized the input images for both
models to 3 × 483 × 322 pixels (16% of the original image). We used RMSprop
optimization with an initial learning rate of 10−5 , a weight decay of 10−8 , and
a momentum of 0.9. On this basis, we applied the learning rate schedule: if
the Dice score on the validation set not increased for 2 epochs, the learning
rate would be decayed by a factor of 0.1. For data augmentation, we flipped
images horizontally to increase the size of the dataset for the hand segmentation
and area classification model, and we also performed rotation (±20◦ ) and resize
(±5%) towards the dataset for hand translation model to increase its generalizability. Code and example dataset repository is available at https://github.com/
chaofanqw/HandTranslation.
3.3

Evaluation Metrics

To evaluate the performance of both models, we conducted five-fold crossvalidation. For each round, we retained six participants’ data for testing, and the
remaining participants’ data were then shuffled and partitioned into the training
and validation sets with a 90% and 10% breakdown respectively. The trained
model with the highest Dice coefficient on the validation set was then evaluated
on the test set, and the Dice coefficient and Intersection over Union (IOU) score
across all five-folds were then averaged and reported.
Furthermore, to evaluate the performance for the hand segmentation and
area classification model, we further compared its results with two other stateof-the-art segmentation models, namely U-Net and U-Net++, through the same
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five-fold cross-validation. Also, to visualize the real-life performance of the hand
translation model, we employed the model to translate the segmented hands
with different skin coverage (collected from the lab study) to hand templates.

4

Results

For the hand segmentation and area classification model, the Attention U-Net
achieved the highest mean Dice coefficient (96.90%) and IOU score (94.02%).
Meanwhile, U-Net++ achieved a comparable performance to Attention U-Net
(Dice coefficient: 96.87%, IOU score: 93.95%), and both models outperformed
U-Net (Dice coefficient: 96.64%, IOU score: 93.54%). Figure 3 provides the qualitative results of the hand segmentation and area classification over different
hands, sides, and task categories.

Fig. 3. Qualitative evaluation results over different hands, sides, and task categories.
The upper row shows the original color images taken under UV light. The bottom row
exhibits the predicted hand segmentation and area classification results, where black
indicates background, gray indicates uncovered hand areas, and white indicates hand
areas covered with hand disinfectants.

We further evaluated the Attention U-Net performance for each participant
and task category. For the participant-wise model performance, the highest was
seen by P30 (Dice coefficient: 97.96%, IOU score: 96.02%), while the lowest was
seen by P2 (Dice coefficient: 95.68%, IOU score 91.75%). For the task-wise model
performance, the highest was of the “Shapes” task (Dice coefficient: 97.07%, IOU
score: 94.33%), while the lowest was of the “Individual WHO Handrub Steps”
task (Dice coefficient: 96.89%, IOU score: 93.98%).
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Fig. 4. Qualitative evaluation results over synthetic data and the lab study data. (a)
The synthetic images with trapezoids or triangles within the segmented hands and the
corresponding hand translation results. (b) The upper row shows the enlarged hand
segmentation and area classification results from the lab study, and the bottom row
exhibits the corresponding hand translation results.

For the hand translation model, the proposed system achieved the Dice coefficient of 93.01% and the IOU score of 87.34% on the synthetic dataset. Figure 4a
provides qualitative results of the hand translation for the synthetic data. We
then evaluated the trained model on the lab study data of segmented hands with
different skin coverage. However, the model with the best performance on the
synthetic dataset tends to overfit the shape of trapezoid and triangle and generates rough contours for the areas covered with hand disinfectants. Thus, to avoid
overfitting, we chose to use the model trained with eight epochs for translating
the lab study data to hand templates based on visual inspections (Fig. 4b).
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Conclusion

We present an image-to-image translation framework to evaluate hand hygiene
quality through UV test images. The proposed framework adopts an attention UNet to segment hands from the background and classifies the areas covered with
hand disinfectants and a U-Net-based generator to translate segmented hands
into normalized hand templates. Trained on the presented dataset, experimental
results show that the proposed framework can accurately evaluate hand hygiene
quality and document UV tests results in a standardized manner. The documented quality results can be then used to summarize the frequently untreated
areas caused by standardized hand hygiene techniques or HCWs’ respective
techniques and evaluate their effectiveness [4,20]. Due to the nature of aforementioned application scenarios, translation model errors can be mitigated after
summarizing the data over a large study population. Moreover, since the translation model tends to overfit sampling patterns of triangles and trapezoids of
the generated synthetic dataset, future studies can aim to investigate other synthetic data generation methods to further improve the hand translation model
performance.
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